


Affordable Texture PlusBetter Than Teak II Seagrass

INFINITY LUXURY WOVEN VINYL
Infinity features a unique vinyl foam 
backing which makes it ideal for use on 
different types of surfaces. Infinity Luxury 
Woven Vinyl is strong, comfortable, 
modern, convenient and an excellent 
choice for the marine, contract, hospitality, 
healthcare, wellness and even for home 
use.

Infinity is easy to clean, UV and stain 
resistant, dirt repellent, dries quickly and 
incorporates antimicrobial and anti- 
bacterial technology which prevents 
growth of bacteria.

The material is resistant to petrol, diesel 
and motor oil and is not affected by bird 
and spider droppings.

Compared to other sorts of floor covering, 
the maintenance costs in the long term 
are low.

The material is durable, sound absorbing 
and 100% recyclable.

100% woven vinyl
100% vinyl foam backing

Width:
3,00 meter

Application:
Commercial as well as recreational for
boats, caravans, cars, houses, swimming
pools, gardens, shops and event halls.

Composition:

IN- & OUTDOOR

For a complete overview of colours and inspiring examples: www.marineflooring.eu





Marine Tuft Teak Suede CreamMarine Tuft Teak Black Marine Tuft Teak Cream

MARINE TUFT CARPETS IN- & OUTDOOR
Marine Tuft is a unique, stylish, 
comfortable and durable indoor and 
outdoor floor covering. With a maritime 
look, it is particularly well-suited for use
in the maritime/water sports sector.

The Marine Tuft products are made of 
high-quality materials; the UV, seawater 
and chlorine water resistant fibres and the 
permeable Aquabac backing ensure 
durability in a wide range of applications.
 

Marine Tuft floor covering is soft for your 
feet, easy to clean, lightweight, sound 
absorbing and heat resistant.

Marine Tuft can be laid either loose or 
glued and is suitable for boats, caravans, 
houses, swimming pools, gardens, 
conservatories, shops and event halls.

Polypropylene with Aquabac backing
100% marine grade solution dyed BCF fibres

Width:
1,95 and 3,95 meter 
(depending on the colour, see website)

Application:
Commercial as well as recreational for
boats, caravans, cars, houses, swimming
pools, gardens, shops and event halls.
(Intensive home use, light office use)

Composition:

For a complete overview of colours and inspiring examples: www.marineflooring.eu



Marine Tuft Teak Suede CreamMarine Tuft Teak Black Marine Tuft Teak Cream

MARINE TUFT CARPETS IN- & OUTDOOR
Marine Tuft is a unique, stylish, 
comfortable and durable indoor and 
outdoor floor covering. With a maritime 
look, it is particularly well-suited for use
in the maritime/water sports sector.

The Marine Tuft products are made of 
high-quality materials; the UV, seawater 
and chlorine water resistant fibres and the 
permeable Aquabac backing ensure 
durability in a wide range of applications.
 

Marine Tuft floor covering is soft for your 
feet, easy to clean, lightweight, sound 
absorbing and heat resistant.

Marine Tuft can be laid either loose or 
glued and is suitable for boats, caravans, 
houses, swimming pools, gardens, 
conservatories, shops and event halls.

Polypropylene with Aquabac backing
100% marine grade solution dyed BCF fibres

Width:
1,95 and 3,95 meter 
(depending on the colour, see website)

Application:
Commercial as well as recreational for
boats, caravans, cars, houses, swimming
pools, gardens, shops and event halls.
(Intensive home use, light office use)

Composition:

For a complete overview of colours and inspiring examples: www.marineflooring.eu



Nautifloor Walnut & HollyNautifloor Teak & Holly Nautifloor Mahogany & Holly

For a complete overview of colours and inspiring examples: www.marineflooring.eu

NAUTIFLOOR VINYL FLOORING
Nautifloor is a PVC floor covering with
a teak effect, only 2mm thick for indoors 
and outdoors. Nautifloor is not designed 
only for water sports, it can also be used 
in hotels, restaurants, shops and houses.

Unlike vinyl floors with paper or felt 
backing, Nautifloor is produced with a 
stable backing that will not tear even in 
extremely warm or cold temperatures.
 

Nautifloor is flexible, 100% waterproof and 
extremely wear resistant. In addition, the 
material is stain resistant and Nautifloor 
has excellent non-skid properties. The 
material is extremely durable and has 
high fire-retardant properties (IMO A652).

100% vinyl
100% polyester knitted backing

Width:
1,80 meter 

Application:
Commercial as well as recreational for
boats, caravans, cars, houses, swimming
pools, gardens, shops and event halls.

Composition:

IN- & OUTDOOR
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